Our model of Constantine I late Roman shields
These our 2 new late Roman club shields are a pioneering product for the late roman
reenactment. This is a creative re-creation of the late Roman coins Avers! This is a project of
living numismatics with us. Shields are hand-painted.

I was inspired by this during my research on numasatics on the subject. This is a creative recreation of the late Roman coins Avers of Constantine I (307-337God).

God Sol in the quadriga are depicted on the shield.

Constantine I (307-337). Gold Medallion Ticinum. INVICTVS CONSTANTINVS MA – X AVG.
Laureate Constantine holding shield, decorated with festive quadriga, sun, moon, and
captives; spear over his left shoulder; Sol behind.
Re/FELIX ADVENTVS AVGG NN. Emperor riding left, right hand raised; Victory pacing in front
with wreath and palm branch; Roma following with vexillum and spear. In exergue, SMT.
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This is another inspiration of mine! A creative re-creation over the Avers of silver Medallion
of Constantine I (307-337)! On the imperial shield is depicted the capitol she-wolf together
with Romulus and Remus. I was inspired by this image during my research on numasatics on
the subject.

Constantine I, 307 – 337. Medallion, Ticinum 315, AR 6.08 g. IMP CONSTANT – INVS P F AVG
Cuirassed bust three-quarters facing, wearing high-crested helmet, holding horse by bridle
with r. hand and reversed spear in l. Rev. SALVS REI – PVBLIC – AE Constantine I, draped,
cuirassed, standing l. on platform, holding trophy across l. shoulder, crowned by Victory;
before him, four soldiers with horses and three soldiers with shields; behind him, two
soldiers, standing on either side of dais, each holding standard. C 484. RIC 36 (this obverse
die). Alföldi pl. 4, 61 (this obverse die).

This incredible medallion was struck for distribution as a military donative as part of the
celebrations commemorating Constantine's decennalia (10-year anniversary of his reign) in A.D. 315.
It features what is arguably one of the most iconic, dramatic, and rare numismatic portraits of
Constantine I

Maxentius 307–312 Aureus Rome Obverse: Head of Maxentius, laureate, left. IMP C M VAL
MAXENTIVS P F AVG Reverse: Roma seated left on chair, left hand holding long scepter, right
extended holding globe on which Victory, right, offering wreath. The capitol she-wolf together with
Romulus and Remus is depicted on the shield. CONSERVA TOR VRBISSVAE in exergue: PR
.……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

The back side of our shields.

